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Hey there, let's talk about a fascinating creature - the goose! This
large bird is covered in soft, white or grey feathers, has a long neck, and a
beak perfect for honking. They have strong wings that they use to fly
long distances and webbed feet that make them excellent swimmers.
Their eyes are sharp, helping them spot food and danger from far away.

Speaking of food, did you know geese have a varied diet? They love
to munch on grass, seeds, berries, and small insects. Sometimes, they
even eat small fish or snails when they are near a water body. Their
strong beak helps them to dig in the soil for roots and tubers.

Geese don't just have interesting eating habits, they have unique
living arrangements too. These birds are found all over the world, from
North America to Europe, and even Asia. They live near water bodies
like lakes, rivers, or ponds and build their nests on high ground to keep their eggs safe from predators.
During winter, they migrate to warmer places in large groups known as gaggles.

Geese share interesting relationships with humans and other
animals. Farmers often keep them for their eggs, meat, and feathers,
and because they honk loudly at strangers, they make good
'watchdogs'. They can be aggressive and protective, especially when
defending their nests from predators like foxes. In a nutshell, geese
are fascinating creatures with their unique features, diet, and habitats!
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Solve each problem.

Use the article to answer the question.
1) What color are the feathers of a goose?

A. White or grey B. Black and white

C. Blue D. Orange

2) Where can geese be found?
A. Only in the warm areas of North

America
B. Only In southeast Europe

C. Exclusively in the marshes of Asia D. All over the world

3) What does a goose use its beak for?
A. To catch raindrops B. To dig in the soil for roots and tubers

C. To make their nests D. To carry their babies

4) How is a goose's eyesight?
A. It is average, no better or worse than

other animals
B. It is good, they can spot danger from

a great distance

C. They can see very well close-up, but
can't see very far

D. It is poor, they are almost blind

5) What type of feet does a goose have?
A. Webbed feet B. They do not have feet

C. Clawed feet D. Hooves

6) What kind of fish do geese eat?
A. Sharks B. Big fish

C. Small fish D. Electric eels

7) Where do geese build their nests?
A. On rooftops B. They don't build nests

C. Inside caves D. On high ground

8) What do geese do during winter?
A. They hibernate B. They build snow nests

C. They hide in caves D. They migrate to warmer places

9) If you wanted to find geese in the wild, where would you most likely look?
A. In the desert B. High up in trees

C. Near a river D. Deep inside caves

10) Which of the following is a food geese like to eat?
A. berries B. Tree bark

C. Small rodents D. Nuts

Determine if the statements is something the animal would say (W) or it it is not something
the animal would say (N).
11) "I hate swimming, I would rather fly all the time."
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12) "I like to hibernate during winter."

13) "If I'm near water, I might snack on a small fish or even a snail."

14) "I have a very short neck."

15) "I survive on a diet purely of seeds and berries."

16) "I am very bad at swimming, that's why you see me walking around."

17) "I use my beak to dig in the soil for roots."

18) "I can be very protective, especially when defending my nest from predators. Don't mess
with me!"

19) "My eyes are great! They help me spot food and danger from far away."

20) "I choose the lowest ground to keep my eggs."

21) "I prefer to live in a desert."

22) "I leave my eggs unattended most of the time."

23) "I enjoy a good meal of grass, seeds, berries, and even small insects!"

24) "I often have trouble seeing things very far away."

25) "Farmers often keep us for our eggs, meat, and feathers."

26) "I build my nest on high ground to keep my eggs safe from predators."

27) "You can find me in many parts of the world; from North America to Europe."

28) "We only live in Europe."

29) "With my strong wings, I can fly long distances."

30) "During winters we travel to warmer places in large groups called gaggles."

Determine if the statement is a fact or opinion based on the information in the article.
31) Geese are found living in areas all across the world, including North America, Europe, and

Asia.

32) The fact that geese can fly long distances is the best thing about them.

33) Geese use their strong beak to dig the soil for roots and tubers.

34) The way geese live near water bodies and build nests on high ground to keep their eggs
safe is the smartest animal behavior.

35) Geese are typically covered with white or gray feathers.

36) When geese eat small fish or snails, it is gross.

37) Geese can be aggressive when protecting their nest from predators.

38) Grass, seeds, berries, and small insects form a part of the regular diet of a goose.

39) Geese flying in formation is the most beautiful sight.

40) The loud sound of geese honking is annoying.

Determine if the statement is true or false.
41) Geese can be found in Europe and Asia.

42) Geese do not build nests.

43) Geese migrate during the winter.
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44) Geese only eat grass and seeds.

45) Geese can see food and danger from a long distance.

46) Geese do not migrate.

47) Geese are excellent flyers but not very good swimmers.

48) Geese are found only in North America.

49) Geese build their nests on high ground to protect their eggs from enemies.

50) Geese are excellent swimmers.

Determine if the sentence is a declarative(d), exclamatory(e), interrogative(i) or
imperative(m).
51) Geeses can fly long distances.

52) It's amazing that a goose can live up to 24 years in the wild!

53) Geese's honking during flight is their form of communication, how cool is that!

54) A gosling can walk and swim within 24 hours of its birth, it's absolutely incredible!

55) A goose's bill has a sharp point to help it dig into the ground for food, what an incredible
adaptation!

56) Geese eat plants and insects.

57) What do geese eat?

58) Geese mate for life, now that's true love!

59) Geese are social animals and like to be in groups.

60) How do geese communicate with each other?

61) Geese migrations can be as long as 3,000 miles, that's absolutely breathtaking!

62) What color are geese?

63) It's astounding that a goose can flap its wings up to 400 times per minute!

64) Some geese can fly as high as 29,000 feet, that's nearly the height of Mount Everest!

65) A goose can lay more than 50 eggs in one year, it's mind-boggling!

66) Geese always travel in V-formation, an astonishing phenomenon!
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1. A

2. D

3. B

4. B

5. A

6. C

7. D

8. D

9. C

10. A

11. false

12. false

13. true

14. false

15. false

16. false

17. true

18. true

19. true

20. false

21. false

22. false

23. true

24. false

25. true

26. true

27. true

28. false

29. true

30. true

31. fact

32. opinion

33. fact

34. opinion

35. fact

36. opinion

37. fact

38. fact

39. opinion

40. opinion

41. true

42. false

43. true

44. false

45. true

46. false

47. false

48. false

49. true

50. true

51. declarative

52. exclamatory

53. exclamatory

54. exclamatory

55. exclamatory

56. declarative

57. interrogative

58. exclamatory

59. declarative

60. interrogative

61. exclamatory

62. interrogative

63. exclamatory

64. exclamatory

65. exclamatory

66. exclamatory
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Hey there, let's talk about a fascinating creature - the goose! This
large bird is covered in soft, white or grey feathers, has a long neck, and a
beak perfect for honking. They have strong wings that they use to fly
long distances and webbed feet that make them excellent swimmers.
Their eyes are sharp, helping them spot food and danger from far away.

Speaking of food, did you know geese have a varied diet? They love
to munch on grass, seeds, berries, and small insects. Sometimes, they
even eat small fish or snails when they are near a water body. Their
strong beak helps them to dig in the soil for roots and tubers.

Geese don't just have interesting eating habits, they have unique
living arrangements too. These birds are found all over the world, from
North America to Europe, and even Asia. They live near water bodies
like lakes, rivers, or ponds and build their nests on high ground to keep their eggs safe from predators.
During winter, they migrate to warmer places in large groups known as gaggles.

Geese share interesting relationships with humans and other
animals. Farmers often keep them for their eggs, meat, and feathers,
and because they honk loudly at strangers, they make good
'watchdogs'. They can be aggressive and protective, especially when
defending their nests from predators like foxes. In a nutshell, geese
are fascinating creatures with their unique features, diet, and habitats!
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Solve each problem.

Use the article to answer the question.
1) What color are the feathers of a goose?

A. White or grey B. Black and white

C. Blue D. Orange

2) Where can geese be found?
A. Only in the warm areas of North

America
B. Only In southeast Europe

C. Exclusively in the marshes of Asia D. All over the world

3) What does a goose use its beak for?
A. To catch raindrops B. To dig in the soil for roots and tubers

C. To make their nests D. To carry their babies

4) How is a goose's eyesight?
A. It is average, no better or worse than

other animals
B. It is good, they can spot danger from

a great distance

C. They can see very well close-up, but
can't see very far

D. It is poor, they are almost blind

5) What type of feet does a goose have?
A. Webbed feet B. They do not have feet

C. Clawed feet D. Hooves

6) What kind of fish do geese eat?
A. Sharks B. Big fish

C. Small fish D. Electric eels

7) Where do geese build their nests?
A. On rooftops B. They don't build nests

C. Inside caves D. On high ground

8) What do geese do during winter?
A. They hibernate B. They build snow nests

C. They hide in caves D. They migrate to warmer places

9) If you wanted to find geese in the wild, where would you most likely look?
A. In the desert B. High up in trees

C. Near a river D. Deep inside caves

10) Which of the following is a food geese like to eat?
A. berries B. Tree bark

C. Small rodents D. Nuts

Determine if the statements is something the animal would say (W) or it it is not something
the animal would say (N).
11) "I hate swimming, I would rather fly all the time."
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12) "I like to hibernate during winter."

13) "If I'm near water, I might snack on a small fish or even a snail."

14) "I have a very short neck."

15) "I survive on a diet purely of seeds and berries."

16) "I am very bad at swimming, that's why you see me walking around."

17) "I use my beak to dig in the soil for roots."

18) "I can be very protective, especially when defending my nest from predators. Don't mess
with me!"

19) "My eyes are great! They help me spot food and danger from far away."

20) "I choose the lowest ground to keep my eggs."

21) "I prefer to live in a desert."

22) "I leave my eggs unattended most of the time."

23) "I enjoy a good meal of grass, seeds, berries, and even small insects!"

24) "I often have trouble seeing things very far away."

25) "Farmers often keep us for our eggs, meat, and feathers."

26) "I build my nest on high ground to keep my eggs safe from predators."

27) "You can find me in many parts of the world; from North America to Europe."

28) "We only live in Europe."

29) "With my strong wings, I can fly long distances."

30) "During winters we travel to warmer places in large groups called gaggles."

Determine if the statement is a fact or opinion based on the information in the article.
31) Geese are found living in areas all across the world, including North America, Europe, and

Asia.

32) The fact that geese can fly long distances is the best thing about them.

33) Geese use their strong beak to dig the soil for roots and tubers.

34) The way geese live near water bodies and build nests on high ground to keep their eggs
safe is the smartest animal behavior.

35) Geese are typically covered with white or gray feathers.

36) When geese eat small fish or snails, it is gross.

37) Geese can be aggressive when protecting their nest from predators.

38) Grass, seeds, berries, and small insects form a part of the regular diet of a goose.

39) Geese flying in formation is the most beautiful sight.

40) The loud sound of geese honking is annoying.

Determine if the statement is true or false.
41) Geese can be found in Europe and Asia.

42) Geese do not build nests.

43) Geese migrate during the winter.
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44) Geese only eat grass and seeds.

45) Geese can see food and danger from a long distance.

46) Geese do not migrate.

47) Geese are excellent flyers but not very good swimmers.

48) Geese are found only in North America.

49) Geese build their nests on high ground to protect their eggs from enemies.

50) Geese are excellent swimmers.

Determine if the sentence is a declarative(d), exclamatory(e), interrogative(i) or
imperative(m).
51) Geeses can fly long distances.

52) It's amazing that a goose can live up to 24 years in the wild!

53) Geese's honking during flight is their form of communication, how cool is that!

54) A gosling can walk and swim within 24 hours of its birth, it's absolutely incredible!

55) A goose's bill has a sharp point to help it dig into the ground for food, what an incredible
adaptation!

56) Geese eat plants and insects.

57) What do geese eat?

58) Geese mate for life, now that's true love!

59) Geese are social animals and like to be in groups.

60) How do geese communicate with each other?

61) Geese migrations can be as long as 3,000 miles, that's absolutely breathtaking!

62) What color are geese?

63) It's astounding that a goose can flap its wings up to 400 times per minute!

64) Some geese can fly as high as 29,000 feet, that's nearly the height of Mount Everest!

65) A goose can lay more than 50 eggs in one year, it's mind-boggling!

66) Geese always travel in V-formation, an astonishing phenomenon!
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1. A

2. D

3. B

4. B

5. A

6. C

7. D

8. D

9. C

10. A

11. false

12. false

13. true

14. false

15. false

16. false

17. true

18. true

19. true

20. false

21. false

22. false

23. true

24. false

25. true

26. true

27. true

28. false

29. true

30. true

31. fact

32. opinion

33. fact

34. opinion

35. fact

36. opinion

37. fact

38. fact

39. opinion

40. opinion

41. true

42. false

43. true

44. false

45. true

46. false

47. false

48. false

49. true

50. true

51. declarative

52. exclamatory

53. exclamatory

54. exclamatory

55. exclamatory

56. declarative

57. interrogative

58. exclamatory

59. declarative

60. interrogative

61. exclamatory

62. interrogative

63. exclamatory

64. exclamatory

65. exclamatory

66. exclamatory
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Solve each problem.

Use the article to answer the question.
1) What color are the feathers of a goose? (paragraph 1)

A. White or grey B. Black and white

C. D.

2) Where can geese be found? (paragraph 3)

A. Only in the warm areas of North
America

B. Only In southeast Europe

C. D. All over the world

3) What does a goose use its beak for? (paragraph 2)

A. To catch raindrops B. To dig in the soil for roots and tubers

C. D.

4) How is a goose's eyesight? (paragraph 1)

A. It is average, no better or worse than
other animals

B. It is good, they can spot danger from
a great distance

C. D.

5) What type of feet does a goose have? (paragraph 1)

A. Webbed feet B.

C. D.

6) What kind of fish do geese eat? (paragraph 2)

A. Sharks B.

C. Small fish D.

7) Where do geese build their nests? (paragraph 3)

A. On rooftops B. They don't build nests

C. D. On high ground

8) What do geese do during winter? (paragraph 3)

A. B. They build snow nests

C. D. They migrate to warmer places

9) If you wanted to find geese in the wild, where would you most likely look? (paragraph 3)

A. In the desert B.

C. Near a river D.

10) Which of the following is a food geese like to eat? (paragraph 2)

A. berries B. Tree bark

C. D.

Determine if the statements is something the animal would say (W) or it it is not something
the animal would say (N).
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11) "I hate swimming, I would rather fly all the time." (paragraph 1)

12) "I like to hibernate during winter." (paragraph 3)

1-10 92 83 75 67 58 50 42 33 25 17
11-12 8 0
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